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Outer Hebrides Planning Context 

 
This is the seventh Planning Performance Framework Report prepared by Comhairle nan Eilean Siar for its Planning 
Service and covers the reporting period 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018. The framework highlights recent activities 
and achievements, focusing on the work being undertaken to improve the quality and design of development being 
built, how we are helping to protect and enhance the special heritage and environmental assets of the Islands, and it 
demonstrates how Comhairle nan Eilean Siar is contributing to sustainable economic growth and meeting the 
Scottish Government’s wider targets and objectives for planning and the environment. The framework also sets out 
a clear strategy for continuous improvement within the Service. 
 
Delivering development in the Islands is distinct from that in other areas. The type and extent of constraints are 
different: aspects such as increased costs and difficulties for infrastructure and materials delivery require an 
innovative approach, with a flexible locally responsive policy framework. Equally the context of development is 
different: the local economy does not operate like a conventional private sector market, with the leverage of Plan 
allocations and competing land uses not applying. In the Outer Hebrides the largest element of development, 
housing, is not delivered by speculative volume house builders, but by a single RSL and largely by individual 
householders. From a planning perspective, the high incidence of individual self builds, are often project managed by 
individual clients themselves without professional agent input, which can result in the need for extensive pre-app 
discussion with planning officers. 
 
 
 
 

 

Outer Hebrides Planning Context 
 

Proposed Local Development Plan on track for Adoption 2018 
 

Approved 99.2% of all planning applications in 2017/18 
 

Engaged in pre-application advice for 50% of cases 
 

Contributed to Our Islands Our Future Campaign Islands Bill 
 

Luskentyre beach placed second in the top ten UK beaches by 

Trip Advisor travellers for 2018 
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Part 1:  Defining and Measuring a High Quality Planning Service 
 

Case Study Title:  

1. Mackenzie Lane – Affordable Housing Development 
Location and Dates: 

OHLDP Proposal Site: Melbost Farm East 

Elements of a High Quality Planning Service this study relates to (please select all that apply): 

 Quality of outcomes 

 Quality of service and engagement 

 Culture of continuous improvement 

Key Markers: 

This study relates to key markers 3: early collaboration with applicants and consultees on planning applications: 

 availability and promotion of pre-application discussions for all prospective applications; 

 clear and proportionate requests for supporting information. 
And to key marker 11: production of regular and proportionate policy advice, for example through supplementary 
guidance, on information required to support applications. 

Key Areas of Work (please select/delete all that apply, as appropriate): 

 Design 

 Environment 

 Greenspace 

 Masterplanning 

 Local Development Plan & Supplementary 
Guidance 

 Housing Supply 

 Affordable Housing 

 Development Management Processes 

 Planning Applications 

 Collaborative Working 

 Placemaking 

 Project Management 

Stakeholders Involved (please select/delete all that apply, as appropriate): 

 General Public 

 Local Developers 

 Key Agencies 

 Planning Committee 

 Authority Planning Staff 

 Authority Other Staff 

Overview: 

Spanning over 10 years, the development of LDP proposal site H1d Melbost Farm East for affordable housing has 
been an iterative process with four key design phases. The development and application of a planning brief for the 
site has ensured improvements to place-making and design at each successive stage. The third stage ‘Mackenzie 
Lane’, which was completed in 2017, is a good example of the importance of utilising a planning brief as a basis for 
constructive dialogue with developers and how positive place-making can be promoted by taking a design led 
approach throughout the lifetime of a development. 
 
The Melbost Farm East planning brief statutory supplementary guidance was adopted by the Comhairle in 2013. The 
planning brief was not in place for the first phase of the Mackenzie Park development but it was utilised in 
subsequent phases. The first phase consisted of uniform one storey units in a grid layout with little variation in 
design or texture; the application was refused by planning officers but overturned at committee. With the 
application of the planning brief in the second phase, some enhancements in street layout and variation in design 
were negotiated. Building on this dialogue, a number of further improvements were made for the third phase; and 
the fourth phase (in construction) has improved on these further still. These ongoing advancements in place-making 
and design were balanced with ensuring a sufficient continuity in building form and materials so that the positive 
characteristics of the surrounding area were incorporated.  
 
Phase 3 ‘Mackenzie Lane’ contributes to the diversity of development pattern within the wider Melbost Farm East 
development with both linear and clustered patterns and organic lines to create visual interest. There is a varied mix 
of house designs and external finishes with single to 1.75 storey heights distributed across the site in a manner that 
ensures the natural contours are not masked or unduly highlighted in long-views towards the site. The houses are 
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generally orientated to take advantage of solar gain while suitably reflecting the existing building pattern in the 
locality. For the external walls, there are various colours of dry-dash and smooth render finishes, as well as natural 
timber claddings. Consideration has been given to neighbour amenity between the new properties through layout, 
window placement, building design and building orientation. The landscaping creates soft buffers between groups of 
properties and there is retention of many grassed areas within private gardens and shared green space, as well as 
additional tree and shrub planting within the site.  

 

 

Phase 1 (Mackenzie Park – completed 2012) 

 

Phase 2 (Mackenzie Crescent – completed 2015) 

 

Phase 3 (Mackenzie Lane – completed 2017) 

 

Phase 4 (Mackenzie Avenue – completion expected Sept 2019) 
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Goals: 

The outcome of the third and fourth phases of the project have been sustainable, well-designed homes which meet 
people’s needs and contribute to creating a successful place* across the development site (*meeting the Scottish 
Governments six qualities of a successful place: Distinctive; Safe and Pleasant; Easy to Move Around; Welcoming; 
Adaptable; Resource Efficient). The overall variety in design and layout that has been achieved in Mackenzie Lane is 
welcomed and supported by the planning brief, and provides detail and interest in a development of this scale. It is a 
marked improvement on the previous two design phases and is evidence of the importance of taking a design led 
approach and maintaining a close dialogue with developers to ensure continuous improvement. 
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Outcomes: 

The case study is a good example demonstrating how a planning brief can act as a basis for meaningful engagement 
with the developer / contractor and how maintaining a close dialogue can help the design process to continually 
improve. 

 
 

Name of key officer 

Helen Macdonald 

 

Case Study Title: 

2. St Kilda – Ministry of Defence (MOD) - Accommodation and Energy Centre 
Location and Dates: 

St Kilda, Outer Hebrides: 2014 - 2018 

Elements of a High Quality Planning Service this study relates to (please select all that apply): 

 Quality of outcomes 

 Quality of service and engagement 

 Collaborative Working 

 Regeneration 

Key Markers: 

This study relates to key markers 3: early collaboration with applicants and consultees on planning applications: 

 availability and promotion of pre-application discussions for all prospective applications; 

 clear and proportionate requests for supporting information and also to key marker 12: Corporate working 
across services to improve outputs and services for customer benefit (e.g. protocols; joined-up services; single 
contact; joint pre-application advice) 

Key Areas of Work (please select/delete all that apply, as appropriate): 

 Design 

 Conservation 

 Regeneration 

 Environment 

 Economic Development 

 Planning Applications 

 Interdisciplinary Working 

 Collaborative Working 

 Project Management 

 Other (please note) Energy 

Stakeholders Involved (please select/delete all that apply, as appropriate): 

 Key Agencies  

 Planning Committee 

 Authority Planning Staff 

 Authority Other Staff 

Overview: 

In the period 2014 – 2016 the planning service engaged in pre-application discussions with an agent for the Ministry 
of Defence and its operating arm, QinetiQ, regarding plans for the upgrading of military accommodation on Hirta, 
the principal island of the St Kilda archipelago. 

Looking Forward… 

 

“The final phase of 50 houses which will be called Mackenzie Avenue is underway and is expected to be 

complete by September 2019. This phase will be funded by £5.4m from Scottish Government and £216K from 

the Comhairle and will mark a turning point as all of the homes have been designed exclusively for HHP. The 

house style, layouts and external finishes have been designed to reflect the aspirations of HHP and our tenants 

to create something that’s a little bit different and will signal a new, fresh approach to social housing design in 

the Outer Hebrides.” 

Calum Mackay 
Vice Chair of HHP’s Board 
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St Kilda is the only ‘mixed’ World Heritage site in the UK and is one of only 35 worldwide. It was first inscribed on the 
World Heritage List in 1986 for its outstanding natural heritage, the inscription extended in 2004 to include the 
surrounding marine environment and in 2005 to include its cultural landscape. The archipelago is owned by the 
National Trust for Scotland, is partly under lease to the Ministry of Defence and is covered by numerous 
designations. It has a dedicated policy in the Outer Hebrides Local Development Plan in light of the sensitivities of 
the unique environment to change. 
 
The MOD base was established in 1957 to establish facilities and infrastructure required for the provision of an early 
warning radar outpost. Today it forms part of the Hebrides ranges, with St Kilda key to the Deep range used for 
complex weapons trials and in-service firings. The Range occupies 29,000sq km of sanitised airspace with unlimited 
altitude and remains a key MOD asset. The number of Range personnel now requiring to reside on the archipelago 
has greatly reduced from that when the utilitarian buildings were erected in 1957. The demand for energy has also 
decreased but the need for security of energy supply has intensified as radar and tele-communications technology 
has become more sophisticated. 
 
The need to replace both the accommodation buildings and the energy centre has been under discussion for the 
past decade and as the building condition has become more vulnerable the planning service was invited to 
participate in joint discussions about the plans, some of which included attending the St Kilda Management Group, 
which is chaired by the owners of St Kilda, the National Trust for Scotland (NTS). 
 
The first formal submission was a request for a Screening Opinion under the Environmental Impact Assessment 
Regulations, submitted in October 2014 and issued in November 2014 following consideration of consultation replies 
from both Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) and Historic Environment Scotland (HES) given the abundance of nature 
conservation and historic environment designations affecting St Kilda and the status of St Kilda as a mixed World 
Heritage Site. 
 
Various options for the form and location of the upgraded military accommodation and a replacement energy centre 
were discussed and having had regard to planning policy and advice and a site visit to assess siting options a mutual 
agreement was reached that the new development should focus around the existing operational buildings close to 
the jetty in Village Bay and downhill from St Kilda village. This would allow for a removal of military buildings 
adjacent to the listed school, chapel and factor’s house and the visual re-connection of these buildings with the 
village (“Main Street”). 
 

   
St Kilda, UNSECO World Heritage Site Military accommodation, Hirta Village Bay, Hirta 

 
Discussions were also held over the practicalities of transporting building materials in, and removing waste materials 
from Hirta. The Planning Service engaged the Comhairle Environmental Health and Waste Management services in 
these issues. The Comhairle Archaeology Service was also engaged to provide advice over recording buildings to be 
removed because of their “Cold War” archaeological interest as well as managing impact on the more historic 
features on and around the development. The resulting proposals were for a concentrated group of energy efficient 
modular buildings clad in timber, roofed in turf and set on short stilts to reduce impact on the ground and enhance 
after-life removal and restoration. 
 
A planning application was submitted and the key agencies and interests mentioned above were consulted. The 
application was reported to and determined by the relevant committee of the Comhairle. Planning permission was 
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granted in February 2017. 
 
The development has since been implemented. During the implementation period various ground and building 
layout issues led to changes to the plans, all of which have been enabled as non-material variations. 

Goals: 

This case study demonstrated the importance of the Development Plan in highlighting the sensitivity and level of 
protection afforded to the site, setting a clear policy framework including signposting the case officer to other 
relevant policy documents and guidance. 
 
It showed the advantage of engaging with the developer’s architect and the key agencies and interests in St Kilda 
from the inception through to the completion of the project. Discussions were informative and constructive and 
enabled the smooth delivery of a significant development in an internationally remarkable historic and natural 
environment. 
 
The case also shows the importance of having a breadth of skills within and close to the planning service, notably the 
Comhairle Biodiversity and Access Officer (who is a member of the St Kilda Management Group) and the Comhairle 
Archaeologist. 
 
Smooth determination was also enabled by the administration team of the Planning Service which ensured required 
advertising, notifications and consultations at each stage. 

Outcomes: 

The case study has shown the value of pre-application discussions and meaningful engagement with the developer’s 
architect before, throughout and following a determination period. It also highlights the benefit of local knowledge 
and the breadth of skills held by the planning service which may assist successful outcomes. 

Name of key officer 

Alastair Banks 

 

 

Case Study Title:  

3. Emergency Services Network (ESN) 
Location and Dates: 

Outer Hebrides: 2017 - 2018 

Elements of a High Quality Planning Service this study relates to (please select all that apply): 

 Quality of outcomes 

 Quality of service and engagement 

Key Markers: 

This study relates to key markers 3: early collaboration with applicants and consultees on planning applications: 

 availability and promotion of pre-application discussions for all prospective applications; 

 clear and proportionate requests for supporting information. 
And to key marker 12: Corporate working across services to improve outputs and services for customer benefit (e.g. 
protocols; joined-up services; single contact; joint pre-application advice). 

Key Areas of Work (please select/delete all that apply, as appropriate): 

 Design 

 Conservation 

 Regeneration 

 Environment 

 Economic Development 

 Planning Applications 

 Interdisciplinary Working 

 Collaborative Working 

 Project Management 

Stakeholders Involved (please select/delete all that apply, as appropriate): 

 General Public 

 Key Agencies 

 Authority Planning Staff 

Overview: 

In 2016 the Home Office contacted each planning authority in Scotland to advise of the award of a contract by the 
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Government to EE to build a new Emergency Services Network on EE’s commercial network, and that this was a 
government led emergency services mobile communications programme of national importance on a tight timescale 
for delivery. 
 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-emergency-services-mobile-communications-
programme/emergency-services-network 
 
The Home Office visit was quickly followed up with contact from telecoms agents appointed by EE seeking to discuss 
plans for the roll out of initially 17 new mast sites throughout the Outer Hebrides. The aim of the programme was to 
provide a resilient mobile network, giving critical emergency workers access to high-speed voice and data services 
with opportunity to extend 4G mobile coverage across some of the hard-to-reach areas of the Outer Hebrides. 
 
The project was managed from the outset with the Planning Manager maintaining an overview of progress and one 
case officer assigned all applications in the North and another all applications in the South.  Update meetings were 
held by teleconference with the developer every second week. 
 
Planning officers provided timeous pre-application advice, occasionally engaging other interested parties and 
agencies such as Scottish Natural Heritage, Historic Environment Scotland and the Council’s (Comhairle) Archaeology 
Service. Seventeen planning applications were subsequently submitted for sites from Lewis in the north to Vatersay 
in the south. 

Goals: 

The process of pre-application discussions and advice led to the smooth administration and timeous determination of 
nearly every application. Most masts have since been installed. The aim of achieving a more resilient communications 
network for the emergency services has been achieved. The developer expressed thanks for the enabling approach 
taken by our planning service. 
 
There were two cases that proved more difficult than the others due to their potential for significant effect on 
historic environment assets. The developer EE was of the view that the driver for the project, the building of a mobile 
infrastructure network to serve the Emergency Services was of over-riding public interest and that adverse impacts 
could be justified on these grounds. 
 
The Planning Service took a different view but, in recognition of the importance of the project both to the emergency 
services and also to the development of 4G communications infrastructure for wider public use in a remote rural 
area, took proactive measures and used its local knowledge to help inform and persuade the developer on 
alternatives. 
 
Both cases resulted in withdrawal of original applications and submission of revised ones. 
 
The first case involved a proposal for a 15 mast with headframe close to a premier scheduled monument in North 
Uist; the Barpa Langass Neolithic chambered cairn. Pre-application advice was that the proposal could have an 
unacceptable impact on Barpa Langass and that another site should be found. A planning application was 
nevertheless submitted on the basis that a technical appraisal had shown that suitable alternative sites were not 
available in the area. Historic Environment Scotland and the Comhairle Archaeology Service were consulted. Both 
concluded that there would be an adverse impact on the setting of Barpa Langass and the latter objected to the 
application. Historic Environment Scotland, however, accepted that the applicant had tested all other possible 
alternatives and, because of the national interest of ensuring the implementation of a successful emergency services 
network, concluded that that the degree of harm to Barpa Langass would not be sufficient to warrant their objection. 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-emergency-services-mobile-communications-programme/emergency-services-network
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-emergency-services-mobile-communications-programme/emergency-services-network
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Barpa Langass, Chambered Cairn, North Uist 

 
The planning service was not convinced that all potential alternative sites had been fully assessed and interrogated 
the developer for the factors that comprised their site selection criteria. Local knowledge suggested a site 2.5km 
southwest of the application site, with existing road access and close to a power supply could be viable and called for 
a site meeting which was attended by a technical expert from the developing company. The technical assessment 
carried out in response proved that this was a viable site vindicating the position of the planning service and 
ultimately resulting in the planning application being withdrawn and replaced by an application for the alternative 
site identified by the planning staff. An application for the alternative site was submitted in December 2017, 
approved in January 2018 and has since been installed. The setting of a prominent and highly visited scheduled 
Ancient monument has therefore been preserved through the intervention of the Planning Service. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The second case was on the island of Great Bernera on the Isle of Lewis where the initial proposal for a 20m high 
lattice frame tower with headframe and antenna would break the skyline on western views from ‘Callanish Standing 
Stones’ (SM90054), which forms part of a prehistoric complex of stone circles of international importance. 
 
Historic Environment Scotland’s formal response asked that ZTV’s be produced and in an informal response stated, 
“This group of standing stones is hugely important and widely visited; its setting is highly sensitive to new, 
inappropriate development. The stones have an important relationship to the surrounding landscape and views from 
the stones to the west remain open and uncluttered by modern development, unlike in some of the other directions. 
These views form an important part of the monument’s setting and introducing new development into them has the 
potential to have an adverse effect on an appreciation of the monument. For that reason we would advise against 
the siting of new vertical features that break the skyline here, regardless of their form…..The purpose of the planning 
system is to enable development to happen in the right locations, where potential impacts are identified, mitigated 
and/or where there may be impacts, provided with the appropriate balance in decision making. As is clear from the 
above, we consider the proposal has the potential to have adverse impacts on Callanish’s setting and we are seeking 
to engage with you to mitigate those impacts. The potential for adverse impacts could be removed entirely by re-
siting the proposed mast from this sensitive skyline when viewed from Callanish. We would ask you to consider that 
option.” 
 
Aware of the pressures on the Emergency Services project to identify a mast site in this area which is poorly served 
by telecommunications, and recognising from local knowledge and the concerns of HES, that the application was 
unlikely to be approved the planning Service invested efforts in persuading the developer to withdraw the application 
and assisted in identification of a new site for an 8 metre high mast, set against the backdrop of a rock outcrop, as a 
means of extending Emergency services coverage while protecting the setting of the sensitive monuments. That 
subsequent application was approved and has been constructed also. 

Taking a step back for a moment, I’d just like to thank you for your guidance on this one. Having now 

visited…., it’s clear to me that the quarry location provides a far more considered approach to development in 

this area and removes the risk of visual impact to the integrity of the Scheduled Monument at Barpa Langass: 

so thank you! 

Agent for WHP Telecoms 
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It is considered that these cases fulfil the goals of engaging positively with developers, consultees and the public and 
of securing outcomes which are of benefit to the local historic and natural environment without detriment to the 
aims of the developer. In fact it has transpired that the alternative site suggested by the planning service in the 
second case has provided a wider coverage than would have been achieved by the initial application. 
 

 
Callanish Standing Stones, Lewis 

 

Outcomes: 

The case study has shown the value of pre-application discussions and meaningful engagement with the developer 
throughout a determination period. It also highlights the benefit of local knowledge held by the planning service 
which may assist successful negotiations and outcomes. 

Name of key officer 

Alastair Banks (South) and Iain MacLeod (North) 

 

 

Case Study Title:  

4. Cross working with Community Planning Partnership - Place Standard Analysis 
Location and Dates: 

Outer Hebrides: 2017 

Elements of a High Quality Planning Service this study relates to (please select all that apply): 

 Quality of service and engagement 

 Culture of continuous improvement 

Key Markers: 

This study relates to key Marker 12: Corporate working across services to improve outputs and services for customer 
benefit (e.g. protocols; joined-up services; single contact; joint pre-application advice). 

Key Areas of Work (please select/delete all that apply, as appropriate): 

 Regeneration 

 Environment/built environment 

 Greenspace 

 Affordable Housing 

 Collaborative Working 

 Community Engagement 

 Placemaking 

 Place Standard 

 Skills Sharing 

Stakeholders Involved (please select/delete all that apply, as appropriate): 

 General Public 

 Local Developers 

 Key Agencies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Authority Planning Staff 

 Authority Other Staff 
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Overview: 

At the beginning of the reporting year, department teams, including 
Development Plans & Marine Planning were asked to assist with the 
analysis of the survey responses of a Place Standard exercise initiated 
by the Outer Hebrides Community Planning Partnership (OHCPP). The 
small OHCCP team were overwhelmed by the response; over 1000 
people completed the survey producing 6778 comments. In small 
Island authorities, creative solutions to operational challenges are 
often a necessity. Joint-working across departments was an effective 
solution to address this logistical challenge. As well as distributing the 
work-load, this was an innovative way of sharing survey data valuable 
to particular departments. Development Planning were able to choose 
topics of interest from a placemaking perspective: ‘Streets and Spaces’ 
and ‘Housing and Community’. 

Goals: 

The Place Standard supports an approach which is designed to harness the distinct characteristics of places, whether 
these are in our city regions, towns, rural areas, coast or islands. The tool is a way of empowering communities by 
allowing their views to be articulated. The purpose of the Outer Hebrides survey ‘How good is our place?’ was to find 
out what people think of the area in which they live. The responses we collated and analysed expressed a wide range 
of views related to the built and natural environment, for example: 
 
“each house has been a self-build over the years so there is no continuity of design” 
 
“We are blessed with exquisite landscape and a unique environment, despite, on the whole, rather uninspiring 
modern buildings” 
 
It is hoped the results of the survey will be used by partner organisations, to help identify priorities for action, for 
example feeding into Action Programmes, for the next ten years. The exercise has proved very informative to 
Development Planning, contributing to specific planning work e.g. a way of informing Planning Briefs for housing 
development sites, action plans and local policies. 

Outcomes: 

This enabling joint-working approach to gather data relevant to several Council areas of work has demonstrated that 
pooling resources, combining skills and sharing information across departments can be a mutually beneficial 
experience. The Planning Service was able to provide analytical skills, assisting in identifying key priorities across the 
survey. The DP&MP Team involvement was useful in enabling the Community Planning Partnership to formulate an 
action plan to address the priorities identified by the survey. It is hoped that in future iterations of the Place Standard 
tool the planning service will be able to share in the analysis of the responses and assist with identifying priorities for 
action. Further, this cross working has established good working relations with Community Planning colleagues in 
anticipation of the outcome of the emerging Planning Bill. 

Name of key officer 

Mairi Maciver 
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Case Study Title:  

5. ‘Thatched Buildings Café’ - collaborative working with Historic Environment Scotland (HES) 
Location and Dates: 

Nunton Steadings, Isle of Benbecula, October 2017 

Elements of a High Quality Planning Service this study relates to (please select all that apply): 

 Quality of service and engagement 

Key Markers: 

This case study relates to key marker 13, sharing good practice, skills and knowledge between authorities. 

Key Areas of Work (please select/delete all that apply, as appropriate): 

 Conservation 

 Regeneration 

 Environment 

 Local Development Plan & Supplementary Guidance 

 Economic Development 

 Planning Applications 

 Collaborative Working 

 Community Engagement 

 Skills Sharing 

Stakeholders Involved (please select/delete all that apply, as appropriate): 

 General Public 

 Local Developers/Property Owners 

 Key Agencies (Historic Environment Scotland) 

 Authority Planning Staff 

 Authority other Staff (Museum nan Eilean Managers)  

 Others (Please Note) Local Ward Members; Comuinn 
Eachdraidh (The Local Historical Societies) 

Overview: 

The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB) grant-funded by Historic Environment Scotland carried out 
a comprehensive survey of listed and unlisted thatched buildings in Scotland during 2014-15, which was published in 
August 2017.  Approximately a third of the buildings surveyed were within the Outer Hebrides. Following on from this 
research HES are in the process of reviewing the listing of thatched buildings across Scotland and chose to focus first 
on the Outer Hebrides as the Islands have a significant number of these buildings surviving, with local traditions of 
thatching continuing into the 20th century. Many of the listed building records in the Outer Hebrides date back 20 
years or more and it was decided that a review was required to help identify those buildings which should continue 
to be recognised through listing. 
 

 
It was timeous that the national review aligned with the Comhairle’s separate Review of Listed Buildings enabling the 
Planning Service to request amendments to the list and exchange information with HES on particular cases. 
 
To highlight this work and celebrate the inaugural ‘Heritage Awareness Day’ HES and the Planning Service decided to 
collaborate and host a joint event at Nunton Steadings, Benbecula. The event, held over two sessions, attracted 
approximately 40 people. 
 
Designations and Technical Officers from Historic Environment Scotland (HES) took part in information sessions to 
raise awareness of this unique part of the Island heritage. 

 
The sessions were styled as a drop in café and showcased HES’s review of thatched listed buildings in the Outer 

“Approximately one in five listed buildings in the Western Isles is a traditional thatched building.” 

 
Dawn McDowell 

Deputy Head of Designations (Listing) Heritage Directorate 

"These new findings allow us to identify Scotland's surviving thatched building stock and will also inform 

discussions with our partners in the sector on how we can help conserve these buildings for future generations, 

whether that be through skills training, technical advice or different funding approaches." 

Colin Tennant  
Head of Traditional Skills & Materials  
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Hebrides, which is part of a Scotland-wide review of the building type. Also on hand was a representative from HES, 
their Conservation Directorate who has specialist technical knowledge of thatch. Hannah Morrison represented the 
Planning Service at the sessions, providing information on thatching grants, which the Comhairle administer locally 
on behalf of HES, and advice on local thatching techniques and materials used. 
 
Invites to the Thatched Buildings Café were targeted at property-owners; Na Comuinn Eachdraidh (The Local 
Historical Societies); Museum nan Eilean Managers in Lewis and Benbecula; and Local Ward Members. Historic 
Environment Scotland representatives were able to provide technical advice on thatching techniques and materials, 
while general advertisement of the event enabled the general public to attend. The event format allowed a mixture 
of discussion from people who previously lived in thatched buildings, had renovated cottages, thatchers and people 
who were keen to learn the skill of thatching. Some attendees who had lived in thatched cottages as children had 
their experiences vocally recorded by HES staff. 
 

   
Thatched Café, Nunton Steadings, Isle of Benbecula 

 

Goals: 

This case study showed an example of how the Planning Service has worked collaboratively with Historic 
Environment Scotland to engage directly with property owners of thatched properties in the Outer Hebrides. Using 
an informal but innovative setting, the Thatched Café enabled us to raise awareness not only of the special interest of 
thatched buildings in Scotland and the Outer Hebrides but also of the potential for owners or groups to avail of grants 
to repair thatch. It was also an opportunity to focus on developing thatching skills more widely. 
 
It is hoped that the event will lead to more uptake of grant, which will help in the long term maintenance of thatched 
properties which are a unique, but fragile, resource and contribute much to the special character of the built 
environment of the Islands. 
 
The HES Review of listing of thatched buildings also coincided with the Comhairle Review of Listed Buildings, carried 
out by the DP & MP Team which contributed to the monitoring system that helps maintain an up-to date Local 
Development Plan. 
 
The event was a useful way to reach potential applicants for the ‘Thatched Buildings Maintenance Grant Scheme’ and 
increased uptake of grant will lead to better quality outcomes for the built environment and adds to landscape 
character. 
 
This approach was successful as it provided an opportunity for both organisations to raise awareness of the 
importance of the historic resource in the Outer Hebrides and also provided a showcase for HES’ review of thatched 
buildings in the Outer Hebrides which the Planning Service has contributed data and specialist knowledge to. 
 
The study contributes to wider engagement goals by establishing and maintaining connections with thatched building 
property owners/developers and heritage groups. The Planning Service hopes to continue to work closely with HES 
who support local authorities to protect thatched buildings through the heritage management system. 

Outcomes: 

 Approximately 40 people attended the event over two days; 

 HES provided resources including inform guides; research material, copies of historic photographs; 

 This collaborative working has enabled clarification of the listing status of a number of thatched buildings 
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identified as part of the Comhairle’s Review of Listed Buildings. Using a combination of field work and local 
knowledge we were able to correct and amend spatial data and up-date listed building descriptions in 
cooperation with HES to ensure Historic Environment designations are proportionate and will provide clarity 
for the future management of sites; 

 The Planning Service was also able to feed into HES survey programme, by contributing local knowledge and 
clarification on spatial data, occupancy and history. 

 This work has also contributed to the monitoring system which helps maintain an up to date Local 
Development Plan; 

 It is hoped that the survey resources can be targeted to training in traditional thatching practice in the future. 

Name of key officer 

Hannah Morrison 

 

Case Study Title:  

6. Planning Training for Elected Members 
Location and Dates: 

Stornoway 

Elements of a High Quality Planning Service this study relates to (please select all that apply): 

 Governance 

 Culture of continuous improvement 

Key Markers: 

This case study relates to key marker 9. Elected members engaged early (pre-MIR) in development plan preparation. 

Key Areas of Work (please select/delete all that apply, as appropriate): 

 Skills Sharing 

 Staff Training 

 Other (please note) 

Stakeholders Involved (please select/delete all that apply, as appropriate): 

 Planning Committee 

 Authority Planning Staff 

 Authority Other Staff 

 Consultants 

Overview: 

In May 2017 the local government elections returned a Council to the Eilean Siar area that comprised 50% of new 
members. The new Council, the Comhairle, came into being just as a new committee structure had been established, 
including for the first time a dedicated Planning Applications Board.  
 
The drivers for establishment of the Board included more responsive timescales to application determination, 
improved focus on the quasi-judicial nature of the planning system and improved committee time to devote to more 
complex planning applications  
 
The ultimate goals were to better meet the needs of developers and the community and ultimately more robust 
planning decision making. 
 
Membership of the Planning Applications Board comprised mainly newly elected members many of whom had little 
knowledge or previous engagement with the planning system. Building on the Improvement Service’s training model 
and booklet which was essential to setting the principles and framework for planning decision making, the Planning 
Managers devised a bespoke presentation.  This sought to fit into the intensive induction programme that Members 
were receiving post-election to address the wide range of duties that fall to elected members. The Service was aware 
that it needed to deliver training that ‘stood out’ and engaged members interests.  
 
Officers from both Development Planning and Development Management therefore devised a bespoke training 
programme and delivered three training sessions to maximise participation of training by members of the Planning 
Applications Board, Sustainable Development Committee and the wider Comhairle. 
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The Planning Service felt that it was important to communicate to 
members the origins and purpose of the planning system setting it in 
its historical context and also providing information as to how it 
operated and performed in the context of the Eilean Siar area where 
approval rates exceed 99%, development pressure is largely absent 
and the challenge is to secure development. In particular, it was felt 
important to stress the positive nature of the development plan 
framework, the importance of early pre-application engagement, and 
to stress that while development was very important, to be welcomed 
and essential to the sustainable economic growth of Na h-Eileanan an 
Iar, that it should not be ‘at any cost’ and that sometimes the right 
decision was a refusal. 
 
Interest was achieved through presenting planning in the context of 
the pre-dominant land tenure system and how the land tenure system 
had influenced settlement patterns, providing an analysis of planning 
application data for the previous 5 years on a ward basis as well as 
illustrating the range of application types that the service deals with.  
 
Members did engage in discussion and asked questions and some 
returned to a second session of the training to raise questions that had 
occurred to them following the initial training. 
 
This series of events was followed up in November 2017 with formal planning training for all members, but 
particularly targeting members of the Local Review Body, delivered by consultants from TPS Planning Training and 
Grange Planning, with assistance from Scottish Government. Whilst focussed on the role of the LRB this training 
started by reiterating the fundamental principles of planning once again to members. 

Goals: 

A description of how the case study aimed to contribute to the wider goals and outcomes of the planning service. 
 

 It is important that Council Members understand the significance of the development plan process, in order 
that they may have a high level of involvement in the preparation of the Local Development Plan; 

 It is also important that Council Members have an understanding of development management as some of 
them will be involved in the process of deciding planning applications at the Planning Application Board and 
dealing with Appeals on the Local Review Body; 

 It is hoped that providing high quality training to Members will result in better decision making and better 
quality outcomes for the community and the environment of the Islands; 

 This training was an efficient use of budgetary resources as it was also made available to planning officers 
and other local authority staff involved in development and it met expectations it was delivered by 
experienced planning professionals who had experience of working in the DPEA (Reporters) and was valuable 
CPD for the Planning Service staff. 

 The training aimed to clearly set out members roles and responsibilities in relation to planning, distinguishing 
their role as a planning authority as opposed to a local authority, and set out the criteria for engaging or 
advising their constituents on planning matters. 

Outcomes: 

A brief description of what the case study has demonstrated so far and any follow up work which will take place 
because of it. If the project is still underway please note what is still to be completed. 
 
Training for new members as they have an important role to play in the planning system through their duties as a 
ward member, but also through positions on the Local Review Body, the Planning Applications Board or the full 
Council. Training is ongoing and is organised for the benefit of new members and as a refresher for re-elected 
members as the electoral cycle dictates. 
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These events helped set out the roles and responsibilities of members in relation to planning and the planning system 
and how they should discharge these functions. It helped bring understanding and transparency for both new and re-
elected members and the wider community. Further, it and explained the new committee structure and lines for 
reporting on planning matters, setting out the evolution of the delivery of an effective and response planning service 
resultant from reviewing the service. 
 
A number of committee clerks and planning service staff also attended and participated in these training events 
contributing to better service delivery and providing continued professional development (CPD) opportunities for 
staff also. 

Name of key officer 

Mairi Maciver and Morag Ferguson 

 

Case Study Title:  

7. Barra and Vatersay Local Energy Plan (LEP) 
Location and Dates: 

Barra and Vatersay November 2017 - ongoing 

Elements of a High Quality Planning Service this study relates to (please select all that apply): 

 Quality of service and engagement 

Key Markers 

This study relates to key marker 10: Cross-sector stakeholders, including industry, agencies and Scottish Government, 
engaged early (pre-MIR) in development plan preparation. 

Key Areas of Work (please select/delete all that apply, as appropriate): 

 Environment  Interdisciplinary Working 

 Collaborative Working 

 Community Engagement 

 Transport 

 Other (please note) Energy 

Stakeholders Involved (please select/delete all that apply, as appropriate): 

 General Public 

 Local Developers (Barratlantic Ltd, 
Hebridean Housing Partnership) 

 Authority Planning Staff 

 Authority Other Staff 

 Other (please note) Barra and Vatersay Community Ltd; Northbay 
and Castlebay Community Councils; Voluntary Action Barra and 
Vatersay; Community Energy Scotland, Local Energy Scotland; and 
Home Energy Scotland 

Overview: 

In 2017 Barra and Vatersay was chosen as one of four pilot areas within the Highlands and Islands Enterprise Region 
to develop a Local Energy Plan (LEP). A LEP looks at existing and future energy needs with regard to power, heat and 
transport and identifies priorities for the area. 
 
The steering group, consisting of the stakeholders, environmental consultants ‘Wood Environment and Infrastructure 
Solutions’ who are supporting the development of the plan, while Community Energy Scotland led on the local 
engagement. 
 
Initial work included creating the methodology for the plan, collecting baseline data, which included transportation 
(ferry, air and fuel costs, method of journey to work), demographic profile, fuel poverty, age and type of houses and 
type of domestic heating. 
 
A questionnaire was created relating to identifying domestic energy related actions, Energy in Travel and Energy 
throughout Barra and Vatersay. These topics covered existing use, motivation and barriers, and what projects they 
would like to take forward. The questionnaires were available on-line and also at a number of venues in Barra. Two 
drop-in events were also held and were well attended. 
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Goals: 

The project will identify local priorities for energy use in the home, transport and community scale projects. 
 
The Outer Hebrides has a high level of fuel poverty at 56% compared to 31% for Scotland as whole. The Plan will 
identify proposed actions to be taken forward in relation to energy in the home, and these will look at opportunities 
for lowering energy tariffs, increasing insulation and draught proofing and upgrading of heating systems. It is 
anticipated that this will reduce overall energy use in the home while increasing the use of renewable energy and 
therefore contributing to a reduction in carbon emissions and global warming. This project aligns with emerging LDP 
policy EI 8 Energy and Heat Resources, policy EI 9 Transport and Infrastructure, and with policies 19 and 20 in the 
current LDP. 

Outcomes: 

A brief description of what the case study has demonstrated so far and any follow up work which will take place 
because of it. If the project is still underway please note what is still to be completed. 
 
The LEP is due to be published in July 2018; this will contain the baseline data, the priorities of the plan in relation to 
home energy, transport and community scale energy project. The plan will also identify a list of proposed actions. To 
assist in the development of renewable energy projects the LEP will also contain relevant renewable energy policies 
from the emerging Local Development Plan. 
 
Following the publication of the LEP, there will be a transition period until October 2018 to allow a smooth transition 
to the implementation stage of the plan. As there is a high level of fuel poverty in the Outer Hebrides 56%, compared 
to the Scottish average of 31%, it is considered important that the actions are achievable and will make a visible 
difference to the cost and amount of energy used locally. 
 
The activities to prepare and deliver the plan have had a cohesive effort on the part of the community and 
demonstrated positive traits leading into local plan making. 

Name of key officer 

Hannah Morrison 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/planning-and-building/planning-service/development-planning/development-plan/local-development-plan/ldp2-process/ldp2-proposed-plan-and-examination/
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/planning-and-building/planning-service/development-planning/development-plan/local-development-plan/
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1. Quality of Outcomes 
 
a) High Quality Development on the Ground 
 

During this reporting year a number of new developments have been delivered in compliance with the policies of the 

Outer Hebrides Local Development Plan (Adopted 2012) which was very much focused on addressing the need for 

affordable and sustainable housing throughout the islands. New well-designed affordable housing has been 

delivered during the term of the Plan, most recently an ongoing programme of construction at the LDP site Melbost 

Farm East, Stornoway. The evolution of the site is demonstrated in Mackenzie Lane (Case Study 1) which illustrates 

the improvements in the development on the ground following the developer’s response to the Melbost Farm East 

Planning Brief (Statutory Supplementary Guidance), produced to direct development at the site. This development 

and wider housing building is underpinned by the significant financial enhancement from Scottish Government to 

deliver affordable homes throughout the islands chain.  

 

Another development that demonstrated the importance of the Development Plan in highlighting the sensitivity and 

level of protection afforded to the site was the development of new accommodation and an energy centre on St 

Kilda. Much consideration was given to the need to protect the unique cultural and natural qualities of St Kilda 

throughout this application. The development also involved the logistic challenge of delivering sustainable 

development in a hostile, remote environment. Planners were able to input during pre-application discussions and 

meaningful engagement with the developer’s architect before, throughout and following the determination period. 

This case highlights the benefit of local knowledge and the breadth of skills held by the Planning Service which 

contributes to successful outcomes on the ground. The removal of redundant ‘cold war’ structures, enabling 

reconnection of some of the Listed Buildings was an added benefit which was made possible by early intervention 

and engagement, ensuring that the accommodation and energy centre had a minimal impact on the landscape. The 

overarching design strategy has led to a lessening of the visual impact of the MOD buildings within Village Bay (see 

Case Study 2). 

 

The need for an adaptive and responsive planning team operating in a rural and island context was exemplified in 

Case Study 2 focussed on St Kilda. This demonstrated the particular issues faced by a small planning team, operating 

in a dispersed geography which experiences a wide range of development types and applications, in a heavily 

designated planning context. The Comhairle has sought for this distinctiveness to be recognised in its representation 

on the Planning Bill and through the ‘island proofing’ agenda.  

 

Case Study 3 Emergency Service Network is a good example of how planners with expert knowledge of the local 

geographical and historic context can help to avoid negative visual impact of development on heritage assets. 

Officers were able to suggest alternative but suitable sites for infrastructure which avoided the setting of two 

Scheduled Ancient Monuments: Callanish Stones in Lewis and Barpa Langass in North Uist. 

 

Along with the other Islands Authorities, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar has been actively participating in the ‘Our Islands, 

Our Future’ initiative which has sought to secure recognition of the distinctiveness of islands and how development 

is realised here. The continued efforts to pursue ‘island proofing’ have carried through to the Comhairle’s input to 

the review of Planning nationally and the resultant Planning Bill. The Planning Services actively sought to help inform 

other organisations’ e.g. Hi-Trans input to these processes given the ‘island proofing’ agenda. 
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2. Quality of Service and Engagement 

 
a) Open for Business 

The Comhairle Planning Service is proactive and officers are accessible to members of the public during office hours. 

Appointments are encouraged in order to enable development management planners to manage their caseloads 

effectively; however officers continue to provide the public with pre-planning advice on demand. 

Planning Service and Planning Enforcement Charters aligned with current legislation are in place to provide guidance 

and set out the Planning Service’s responsibility to customers. 

The Planning Service has a robust communications strategy, now including an updated and bolder online presence 

with customer service charters, customer surveys and local forums. 

b) Certainty 

Pre-application Processes 

The Comhairle Planning Service is proactive in offering free pre‐planning advice to its customers. One hundred 

percent of respondents to the latest customer satisfaction survey stated that they were aware that a pre-application 

advice service was available. This reporting year, the Planning Service delivered timeous planning decisions for an 

extensive programme of new telecommunications development for the Emergency Services Network (ESN) project. 

Pre application advice from planning officers with specialist knowledge of the local spatial context was critical to the 

success of this project and influenced the development of the application and in particular the siting and design of 

infrastructure thereby easing the progress of applications through the planning system (see Case Study 3). 

Digital Infrastructure 

The project management of the Emergency Services Network (ESN) telecommunication project (see Case Study 3) 

resulted in timeous decision making, achievement of the developer’s programme and appropriate siting and design 

of infrastructure. As well as securing the new Emergency Service Network in a remote rural area, the project has also 

helped deliver enhanced 4G network coverage that will support business and economic development in the area 

thereby supporting sustainable economic growth. 

St Kilda, balancing heritage, environment with development 

The success of the planning application for the re-development of the accommodation and energy centre on St Kilda 

(Case Study 2) has contributed to securing the MOD’s operational presence on an island which forms part of an 

archipelago that is inscribed as a mixed World Heritage site (one of the few in the world to hold joint-status due to 

its special cultural and natural qualities). The MOD complex weapons testing range is one of the largest employers in 

the Outer Hebrides and securing a satisfactory solution to the development while protecting the highly valued 

natural and cultural heritage assets has been integral to securing the future employment associated with it and in 

turn meeting the objectives of sustainable economic growth. 

Feasibility Studies 

The LDP recognises that the siting and design of development is important in contributing to the quality and 

sustainability of the environment where people live and work and is also a practical means of achieving a wide range 

of social, economic and environmental goals ‐ making settlements that can be both successful and sustainable. To 

increase certainty for both developers and the community and support the delivery of affordable housing the DP 

&MP Team supported by DM have carried out fourteen feasibility studies during the reporting period for large and 

small housing developments throughout the Island chain. Many of these have been for developments, for example 

https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/2407/planning-service-charter.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/2408/planning-enf-charter.pdf
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at proposal sites, such as Prop H1e Melbost Junction, Prop H1j Balallan, Prop H1p Garrynamonie, as there has been 

an impetus for affordable housing delivery following substantially increased funding of £25m from the Scottish 

Government to be allocated for the period 2018/19 to 2020/21. The new affordable houses will be built by 

Hebridean Housing Partnership (HHP) on a number of sites throughout the Islands, including delivery of another 50 

houses in the final phase of development at the LDP proposal site at Melbost Farm East (Prop H1d) in line with the 

Melbost Farm East Planning Brief (See Case Study 1). 

Providing Regular and Proportionate Planning Advice 

 

Due to the Scottish Island Planning context, the Planning Service has had little requirement for good Neighbour 

Agreements (GNAs), however, the current LDP has addressed the need for developer contributions which are set out 

in the current LDP (Policy 2 Assessment of Development, page 13). 

 
A standalone policy for Developer Contributions has been introduced, Policy EI 12 sets out in emerging LDP, see page 
50 of Proposed Outer Hebrides LDP (as Modified). 
 
Planning Obligations set out on page 16 of the Outer Hebrides Local Development Plan Supplementary Guidance for 

Wind Energy Development which was reviewed and updated in December 2016. 

 

c) Communications, engagement and customer service 
 
In the past year the Planning Service in line with the corporate organisation has updated and simplified the planning 

information on the website of Comhairle nan Eilean Siar. It has also, through its stakeholder’s bulletin, directed 

agents to refer to the website for information in order to reduce the burden of phone queries on a small team. 

 

The Planning Service Charter 
 
This Charter is up to date and sets out the Planning Service’s commitments to its customers. The Planning Service 

continues to encourage feedback from Customers and welcomes comments which may highlight both strengths and 

weaknesses in the Service. A Customer Survey can be completed electronically but a paper version is available if 

required. As a nudge, an invitation to complete the Customer Survey is provided with Decision Notices along with a 

‘strap line’ in emails. The results of the Customer Satisfaction Survey are recorded and are published annually on the 

Comhairle website. 

 

This reporting year, the customer survey results continue to evidence high levels of customer satisfaction with over 

80% of respondents indicating that they were ‘Very Satisfied’ with the Service that they had received and 92% of 

respondents stating that they had no problems when dealing with the Planning Service. 

 

The Enforcement Charter  

 

This document was also reviewed and published in April 2018 and plans are being developed to establish a new post 

of Enforcement and Planning Systems Support Officer. 

https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/1645/outer-hebrides-local-development-plan.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/11596/proposed-ohldp-plan-as-modified.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/3434/sg-wind-energy-dev-2016-reduced-for-web.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/3434/sg-wind-energy-dev-2016-reduced-for-web.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/planning-and-building/planning-service/
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Local Stakeholder Engagement 

 
The Planning Service continues to provide regular updates 

and notifications of any changes relating to Development 

Management, Development Planning and Building Standards 

to Stakeholders. 

 

A recent request to recipients on our mailing list seeking 

express consent to remain on the list (per GDPR) resulted in a 

high percentage of recipients indicating they wished to 

continue to receive the bulletin indicating that the bulletin is 

well received. 

 

Internally the bulletin is sent to Directors and Heads of 

Service for dissemination to employees, as appropriate. 

Externally the update is issued to stakeholders such as 

agents, Architects, Estate Agents, Business Gateway, 

businesses, community and private landowners, other 

developers, Community Councils, and Consultees. 

 

 

 

 

 

Engagement in Barra and Vatersay Local Energy Plan 

 

Case Study 7 Barra and Vatersay Local Energy Plan (LEP) demonstrates how the Planning Service is contributing to 

the Plan-led system by taking a proactive role in engaging at an early stage with communities on their plans and 

aspirations for key issues such as Energy and Climate Change. By collaborating with cross-sector stakeholders, 

including community organisations, government energy agencies and developers on actions such as the Barra and 

Vatersay Local Energy Plan, this was an opportunity for the Planning Service to contribute to community 

empowerment on the Islands. The Planning Service is supportive of this initiative as it aligns with existing; and 

Quotes from the 2017/18 Customer Satisfaction Survey 

“Excellent service from staff member who dealt with my application” 

“Very pleasant and informative” (Professionalism and Staff Attitude) 

“Staff were most helpful, assisting me considerably with my application which I appreciated very much” 

“Got on well with staff, very helpful, No problems whatsoever” 

“I was very happy with the process and the prompt response to the application” 

“Officer who dealt with my application was very professional and assisted me completing my application. 

Great all round service from him and his colleagues” 

“The only thing I would do differently in the future would be to make an online application” 
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emerging LDP policy on Energy and Heat Resources and on Transport Infrastructure Policy and complies with the 

Comhairle’s support of proposals that contribute to meeting the targets and objectives of the National Planning 

Framework 3, and the Climate Change Act in relation to renewable energy generation. 

 

3. Governance: 

 

• To address recent challenges in staff resources, such as maternity and medical leave in small teams, 

managers have cooperated to ensure that service delivery is maintained at a high standard. During this 

reporting year, contracts and job descriptions have been reviewed and updated to reflect the modern role, 

responsibilities of and duties of local authority planning officers in the 21st century. These have also been 

updated to align with the RTPI Code of Conduct and grades have been aligned with academic qualifications 

and experience. New ‘generic’ planning posts have recently been approved by committee and this 

development will enable planners to move easily between development management and development 

planning functions to address the changing needs of the service. Hopefully this innovation will address the 

long term challenges of recruitment and retention of professional grade planners to development 

management in the Service. 

• Strong collaboration between services, corporate working processes, shared services or joint working 

arrangements have been implemented as required. This has demonstrated the flexible and responsive 

nature of planners working in small teams. 

• Increasingly planners are working more closely with organisations such as the Outer Hebrides Community 

Planning Partnership (CPP) to align strategies and resources for planning and for the community, such as the 

Local Development Plan, Local Outcomes Improvement Plan and in Locality Plans. This reporting year the DP 

& MP Team was involved in cross working with the CPP on a Place Standard Exercise with a view to gathering 

local peoples’ perspectives on the area and analysing these to establish priorities for local and area action 

which will hopefully lead to better place making and more sustainable planning outcomes in the long term. 

This of course builds on the increased emphasis on cross working with Community Planning profiled in the 

Planning Bill (see Case Study 4. Cross working with Community Planning Partnership - Place Standard 

Analysis). 

• Following the establishment of a new dedicated Planning Applications Board and as part of a drive to 

provide appropriate training to officers and member to support corporate working, the Planning Managers 

organised a series of training sessions in June and November of 2017, with the objective of equipping the 

Members to discharge their duties and deliver their planning function in an ethical and professional manner 

(see Case study 6 Member Training). 

• In July 2017 the proposed LDP went to Examination, only 13 issues had to be determined by the Reporter. 

The Examination process went smoothly. This was partly due to the fact that the DP & MP Team front-

loaded the consultation with key agencies at the beginning of the LDP process. Following discussion with the 

key agencies, and the SEA Gateway, the Team created a matrix for assessment of proposal sites as part of 

the Strategic Environmental Assessment and maintained a close dialogue on policy development throughout 

the process. The key agencies appreciated the opportunity to comment on the format and then a detailed 

feasibility assessment was carried out for each proposal site. Due to using this efficient project management 

tool, the key agencies were able to review the contents of the matrix and make comments on the proposal 

sites. This innovation was responsible for reducing the number of detailed representations received from the 

agencies and resulted in a reduced number of issues that required resolution at the examination stage. 
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4. Culture of Continuous Improvement 

 

In the Comhairle, Planning Officers follow a structured career path and are encouraged to develop their potential. 

The Planning Service continues to ensure there is sufficient budget for staff training; this ensures that officers are 

assisted in meeting their continuing professional development obligations, through attendance at courses and 

conferences. 

 

For example, Morag Ferguson, Planning Manager Development Management attended the IEMA conference in May 

2017 on EIA, immediately following the bringing into force of the 2017 EIA Regulations. The Regulations have 

resulted in a step change in approach to the different stages that comprise EIA and being a local authority with a 

landmass of high environmental quality it is important that knowledge and practice in EIA is kept up to date. 

 

Morag Ferguson has also been working to develop her knowledge and expertise in EIA and sharing that learning with 

the Teams. 

 

Iain MacLeod has developed expertise in the development of telecommunications infrastructure and the increased 

PD rights in particular. 

 

As part of our annual Service Improvements and to exchange her knowledge of the local thatching context Hannah 

Morrison attended a conference on Thatched Buildings in Scotland which was hosted by Historic Environment 

Scotland at Culloden (see page 29 of this report). Hannah also helped facilitate an event over two days celebrating 

the thatching resource and how to best protect it, which was hosted by Historic Environment Scotland (See Case 

Study 5). 

 

Further to address the skills gap in Conservation left when our joint-working arrangement with Orkney Islands 

Council came to an end last year, Alastair Banks and Lee Harkness have been developing their knowledge of 

conservation and Listed Building assessment (see page 29 of this report). 

Following completion of the JDL MA in Town and Country Planning, Susan Rabé has been learning about the 

development of Stornoway and its architecture, was accepted as a Licentiate member of the RTPI and has started 

working towards Chartered Membership. 

 

Isla Macarthur has attended a number of marine planning events and forums to improve our understanding of the 

new statutory marine planning system and liaise and collaborate with practitioners and other stakeholders involved 

in marine spatial planning and regional marine planning. 

In June 2017, Planning Managers organised three training sessions to accommodate Council Members and to ensure 

that all received training, particularly those who had been newly elected  or for members of the newly formed 

Planning Applications Board. In November further training was delivered on the Local Review Body which was open 

to members and to planning officers contributing to continuous improvement (See Case Study 6 for more 

information). 
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Part 2: Supporting evidence 

 Outer Hebrides Local Development Plan November Adopted 2012;

 Proposed Outer Hebrides Local Development Plan 2018 (as modified);

 Outer Hebrides Monitoring Report 2015;

 OHLDP Development Plan Scheme 2018;

 Outer Hebrides Local Development Plan Action Programme Second Review;

 Customer Satisfaction Survey 2017-18 Results;

 Planning Service Charter Revised 2016;

 Enforcement Charter Revised 2018;

 Comhairle nan Eilean Siar Planning Performance Framework Annual Reports;

 Comhairle nan Eilean Siar Housing Land Audit for 2018;

 Outer Hebrides Local Housing Strategy 2017-2022;

 Comhairle nan Eilean Siar Planning Service Web information pages and public access;

 Service Business Plan: Development Department Management Plan 17/18 – 21/22;

 Development Department Management Structure 2017-18;

 Stakeholder Engagement Newsletters;

 Staff Area Responsibilities Charts;

 Uniform Data Management System.

LDP Deposit Locations now obsolete 

Following feedback that the public were no longer accessing hard copies of consultation documents at numerous 

deposit locations throughout the Islands, it was decided as part of a wider drive to streamline services, save 

resources and be more environmentally responsible to stop the practice of using deposit locations in favour of 

developing more customer focused online consultation pages. 

https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/1643/outer-hebrides-local-development-plan.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/11596/proposed-ohldp-plan-as-modified.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/9217/ldp2-monitoring-report-2015.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/11123/development-plan-scheme-2018.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/7310/action-programme-second-review-2017.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/11245/2017-2018-survey-results.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/2407/planning-service-charter.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/2408/planning-enf-charter.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/planning-and-building/planning-service/other-planning-information/planning-performance-framework/
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/9219/hla.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/10321/outer-hebrides-local-housing-strategy-2017-2022.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/planning-and-building/planning-service/
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/7448/a-item-1bd-development-department-draft-departmental-business-plans-2017-18-010217.pdf
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Checklist for Part 2:  Qualitative Narrative and Case Studies 

 

Each authority should add this very short tick box table to reference the case studies presented in Part 1. Please note 

that there is no requirement to cover every single topic listed below. This is designed to be collated by HOPS and 

issued to all authorities after the submission of the PPF. The goal is to have an easy to reference list of topics covered 

in the PPF to allow other authorities planners easier access PPF case studies on issues that they are dealing with. This 

supports the promotion of collaboration and knowledge sharing amongst planning authorities. 

 

Case Study Topics 

Is
su

e
 

co
ve

re
d

 in
 

P
P

F7
  Case Study Topics 

Is
su

e
 

co
ve

re
d

 in
 

P
P

F7
  

Design Case 
Study 1 

Interdisciplinary Working  

Conservation Case 
Study2 
and 5 

Collaborative Working Case Study 
1 with 
developer?, 
2, 3, 4, 5 

Regeneration  Community Engagement Case Study 
4, 5 

Environment Case 
Study 2 
and & 
7 

Placemaking Case Study 
1 and 4. 

Greenspace  Charrettes  

Town Centres  Place Standard Case Study 
4 

Masterplanning Case 
Study 1 

Performance Monitoring  

LDP & Supplementary Guidance Case 
Study 1 

Process Improvement  

Housing Supply  Project Management  

Affordable Housing Case 
Study 1 

Skills Sharing Case Study 
2, 4,5,6. 

Economic Development  Staff Training Case Study 
6. 

Enforcement  Online Systems  

Development Management 
Processes 

 Transport  

Planning Applications Case 
Study 
1, 2, 3. 

Active Travel  

Other: please note Member Training and Energy Case Study 
6 and 7 
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Part 3:  Service Improvements 2018-19 
 

In the coming year we will: 

 Build on interim arrangements of cross working between planning teams by piloting a project to deploy 
generic planning officers with a view to developing transferrable skills to meet changing needs across the 
service; 

 Establish a new post of Enforcement and Planning Systems Officer;  

 Trial an arrangement whereby a dedicated officer co-ordinates Freedom of Information requests; 

 Provide a regular update in response to volume of work to Planning and Building Standards Staff showing 
Officer Area responsibilities; 

 Development Planning & Marine Planning Team will take the lead on the promotion and delivery of the 
Outer Hebrides Design Awards 2017/18; 

 Seek to conclude Planning Service management arrangements subject to wider corporate Service Re-design 
implications. 

 

Delivery of our service improvement actions in 2017-18: 

 

Committed improvements and actions Complete? 

[Commitment] 

 [Further refine the content and accessibility of planning information on the Comhairle 
website; 

 Officers have reviewed and updated web pages to align with the new customer friendly 
Comhairle corporate website which can be viewed here. Staff continue to maintain the 
planning service’s web presence on a regular basis. 

[Yes] 

[Commitment] 

 [Implement a plan with individual professional staff for each officer to develop greater 
expertise in a particular topic or subject and for that officer to be the lead adviser on 
that topic/subject for the rest of the team and developers; 

 Please refer to page 25 of the PPF Report for evidence that this action has been carried 
out and is ongoing. 

[Yes] 

[Commitment] 

 [Building on the work of Development Management, the Development Planning Team 
will take the lead on the promotion and delivery of the Outer Hebrides Design Awards 
2017/18; 

 This action to deliver the Design Awards has partly been carried forward into the next 
reporting year due to the necessity to deploy staff resources to cover recruitment 
challenges and to continue to meet customer needs which has taken priority over this 
improvement aspiration this reporting year. Development Planning staff have taken the 
lead on the Design agenda though in terms of policy support and advice. 

[No, 
carried 

forward] 

[Commitment] 

 [Implement the use of electronic correspondence and digital filing aligning with the 
broader e-agenda for Conservation, Thatching and Painting Grants; 

 This project is now 99% digital (if a customer wants to fill in the forms by hand these will 
still be accepted). In a bid to avoid abortive applications, initial personal contact with a 
dedicated planning officer to establish project eligibility is now part of the established 
protocol for this project. Following this meeting all correspondence and letters of offer 
are sent digitally and all information related to cases is scanned and filed on a server. 
Building Conservation Grants Schemes information is accessible on the Comhairle 
website and can be viewed here. 

  

[Yes] 

https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/planning-and-building/planning-service/
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/planning-and-building/conservation/building-conservation/building-conservation-grant-schemes/
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 Respond to the conclusion of withdrawal of Historic Environment policy support 
arrangement supplied by Orkney Islands Council, and due to end in August 2017, 
through further in-house training and expertise sharing. 

 Planning Officer Hannah Morrison attended a conference hosted by Historic 
Environment Scotland on Thatched Buildings in Scotland held at Culloden. This was a 
good opportunity for sharing information on the thatched building resource in the 
Outer Hebrides with HES; and for Hannah to increase her understanding of thatching 
techniques and avail herself of skills training, technical advice and different funding 
approaches available to protect good examples of thatched buildings surviving in the 
Historic Environment (there are 67 thatched buildings in the Outer Hebrides with 
thatch remaining according to “A Survey of Thatched Buildings in Scotland” surveyed 
between May 2014 and August 2015 by The Society for the Protection of Ancient 
Buildings Scotland SPAB). Further, HES chose the Comhairle area as a pilot for their 
Thatched Building café (see Case Study 5) event reflecting the strong professional 
relationships and good practice sharing in this sector 

[Yes, 
ongoing] 

  

https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=5e712ffe-3609-4a92-a477-a7c200bd0b2d
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Part 4:  National Headline Indicators (NHI) 
A: NHI Key outcomes - Development Planning: 

Development Planning 2017-18 2016-17 

Local and Strategic Development Planning:   

Age of local/strategic development plan(s) at end of reporting period 
 
Requirement: less than 5 years 

5 years 
and four 
months 

 

5 years and 
4 months 

 

Will the local/strategic development plan(s) be replaced by their 5
th

 
anniversary according to the current development plan scheme?  

N (Notice of 

Intention to 
Adopt LDP 
published 
02/07/18. 
Adoption 
imminent. 

Y 

Has the expected date of submission of the plan to Scottish 
Ministers in the development plan scheme changed over the past 
year?  

Y-later N 

Were development plan scheme engagement/consultation 
commitments met during the year?  

Y Y 

 

Effective Land Supply and Delivery of Outputs
1
   

Established housing land supply 904 units 1270 units 

5-year effective housing land supply programming 623 units 633 units 

 

5-year effective land supply total capacity 623 Per 
LDP units 

633 units 

5-year housing supply target 360 LDP 
target 
units 

360 units 

5-year effective housing land supply (to one decimal place) 8.6 years 8.8 years 

 

Housing approvals 164 units 112 units 

Housing completions over the last 5 years 
 

489 units 441 units 

Marketable employment land supply 26.23 ha 30.28 ha 

Employment land take-up during reporting year 4.05 ha 
 

0 ha 
 

 

  

                                                           
1
 Audit Year 

 
Please provide the housing land audit year utilised and state whether draft or final. The most up to 
date audit available at the time of submitting the PPF should be utilised which will either be the draft 
2018 or final 2017. 
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B: NHI Key outcomes – Development Management: 

Development Management: 2017-18 2016-17 

Project Planning   

Percentage and number of applications subject to pre-
application advice 

53%  58.1 % 

Percentage and number of major applications subject to 
processing agreement 

0 % 0.25 % 

Decision Making   

Application approval rate 99.2% 99.2% 

Delegation rate 97.2% 97.2%% 

Validation 

 

We do not 
analyse this 

We do not 
analyse this 

Decision-making Timescales   

Major Developments (1 case) 36.9 weeks n/a 
weeks 

Local developments (non-householder) 9.7 weeks 8.1 weeks 

Householder developments 7.5 weeks 6.1 weeks 

Legacy Cases   

Number cleared during reporting period 0  1  

Number remaining 
 

5 1 

 

C:  Enforcement activity 

 2017-18 2016-17 

Time since enforcement charter published / reviewed  

Requirement: review every 2 years 

1 month 1 year, 

1months 

Complaints lodged and investigated 11 28 

Breaches identified – no further action taken 2 14 

Cases closed 5 12 

Notices served 3 4 

Direct Action 0 0 

Reports to Procurator Fiscal 0 0 

Prosecutions 0 0 

 

D: NHI Key outcomes – Commentary 

Commentary 

Short contextual statement 

The Development Management team is a small team where a single vacancy or period 
of absence by one member of staff has a significant effect on the resource available to 
deliver the Service. During the Reporting year the established posts for delivering the 
Service was 1 FTE Manager, 4.6 FTE Planning officers, 1 FTE Enforcement Officer*, 1 FTE 
Performance Improvement Officer, 1 FTE Planning Support Officer and 1 FTE Clerical 
Assistant. Additional administration support (1 FTE) is delivered via a Service level 
agreement with another service. 
 
*During the whole of the reporting period, 1FTE Planning post was vacant due to 
recruitment challenges and the 1FTE Planning Enforcement post was vacant to allow 
funding of a fixed term Performance Improvement post which ended at the end of 
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March 2018. 
 
This has resulted in professional officers taking on increased caseloads per officer, 
significant variety in casework type and complexity while covering a wide geography 
including inter-island travel supported by the Planning Manager (Development 
Management) carrying significant volume of larger scale and complex casework. 
 
This has resulted in a slight drop in performance across most development types.  
 
With regards to Development Planning, again with a small team, the adoption of the 
new LDP will still be achieved with the current Plan being just 5 year old. This has been 
achieved despite there being no designated manager for a good part of the Plan’s 
preparation, and some team members being seconded to other roles to support 
delivery of wider Development Services functions. 
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Part 5:  Scottish Government Official Statistics 
 

A:  Decision-making timescales (based on ‘all applications’ timescales) 

Timescales 2017-18 2017-18 2016-17 

Overall    

Major developments 

 

1 Weeks 

36.9 

Weeks 

n/a 

Local developments (non-householder) 

 Local: less than 2 months 

 Local: more than 2 months 

296 

(47.6%) 

(52.4%) 

Weeks 

6.5 

12.6 

Weeks 

6.0 

11.9 

Householder developments  

 Local: less than 2 months 

 Local: more than 2 months 

55 

(70.9%) 

(29.1%) 

Weeks 

5.9 

11.4 

Weeks 

5.5 

10 

Housing Developments    

Major 

 

Local housing developments 

 Local: less than 2 months 

 Local: more than 2 months 

0 

 

117 

(43.6%) 

(56.4%) 

weeks 

n/a 

weeks 

6.5 

12.2 

 

weeks 

n/a 

weeks 

6.5 

11.5 

Business and Industry    

Major 

 

Local business and industry developments 

 Local: less than 2 months 

 Local: more than 2 months 

0 

 

41 

(46.6%) 

(53.4%) 

weeks 

n/a 

weeks 

6.6 

12.9 

 

weeks 

n/a 

weeks 

5.5 

12 

EIA Developments 

 

1 Weeks 

14.7 

Weeks 

n/a 

Other Consents  

 As listed in the guidance(right) 

 

79 

 

Weeks 

6.8 

 

Weeks 

5.7 

Planning/legal agreements 

 

 Major: average time 

 Local: average time 

 

 

1 

 

1 

 

Weeks 

36.9 

Weeks 

32.6 

 

Weeks 

39.4 

Weeks 

n/a 
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B:  Decision-making: local reviews and appeals 

  Original decision upheld 

 
Total number of 

decisions 
 

2017-18 
 

2016-2017 

Type No. No. % No. % 

Local reviews 

 

 

1 1 0% 1 0% 

Appeals to Scottish Ministers 

 

 

5 5 60% 1 100% 

 

 

C:  Context 

 

Again, a small team of staff delivering the Development Management function have been 

operating under considerable pressure; these resourcing pressures have had an impact on 

performance in 2017/18, resulting in determination timescales slipping. However case numbers 

and fee income have been maintained. 
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Part 6:  Workforce Information 
 

 Tier 1 
Chief 

Executive 

Tier 2 
Director 

Tier 3 
Head of 
Service 

Tier 4 
Manager 

Head of Planning Service   0 2 

 

RTPI Qualified Staff Headcount FTE 

Development Management 5 4.6 

Development Planning  3 2.6 

Enforcement 0 0 

Specialists 2 2 

Other (including staff not RTPI eligible) 4 3 

 

Staff Age Profile Headcount 

Under 30 1 

30-39 3 

40-49 5 

50 and over 5 

 

The Planning Service of Comhairle nan Eilean Siar was formerly headed up by a Chartered 

Town Planner in the Post of Head of Development Services with management responsibility 

for Planning Policy and Marine Planning, Planning (Development Management), Building 

Standards, Housing and Environmental Health. The post was vacated in August 2017 and 

held vacant to allow for a corporate review of departmental structures and senior grade 

staffing across the Comhairle. At the end of this reporting year, the organisational review is 

still in process. 

 

In the period since the Head of Service post was vacated, both Managers with no new 

resource have carried increased levels of responsibility and reported directly to the 

Departmental Director. 
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Staffing Challenges during the Reporting Year 

The Planning Manager (Development Plan and Marine Planning) has had responsibility for 

taking the new LDP through the examination and adoption stages while on a temporary 

contract. 

 

The Planning Manager (Development Management) has ‘acted up’ in the role of Appointed 

Officer and taken the lead role in managing cases through committee processes. 

 

The departure of the Head of Service post and with it being held vacant has given rise to 

some temporary arrangements and has led to an increased lack of certainty regarding key 

positions. Nevertheless, by the managers working co-operatively and redeploying resource 

and expertise that exists within the staffing of the Planning Service as a whole, the Service 

has managed to continue delivering for its customers. This has been achieved by teamwork, 

co-operation, goodwill and commitment by all the staff in the Service. 

 

Staffing level within Development Plan and Marine Planning 

One member of the Development Plan & Marine Planning team has been seconded to the 

Housing team for the past year to help deliver the Outer Hebrides Local Housing Strategy 

(OHLHS) and the Affordable Housing Programme. 

 

Staffing in Development Management 

Staffing level within Development Management is referred to above in the contextual 

statement to development management performance figures. There have been long term 

challenges in recruitment of professional staff to Development Management. 

 

A planning officer post, vacant for 20 months, was finally filled in February 2018. The 

appointment (of a graduate) to the post was made just as an experienced planning officer 
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was commencing maternity leave and the recruitment exercise for a short term appointment 

to back-fill the vacancy not identifying a suitable candidate. 

 

A range of further temporary arrangements have been put in place with a planning officer in 

the Development Plan Team (with former Development Management experience) assisting 

both in the training of the new graduate and in development management casework. The 

new graduate has embarked on training including taking over validation, plotting and 

planning consultation work for all cases while taking on a caseload of householder and small 

scale developments and targeted EIA work under supervision. 

 

A part-time officer in Development Planning has increased her working week from 0.6FTE to 

full time to provide cover while another full-time officer was on medical leave, and another 

seconded to Development Management to cover maternity leave. 

 

Introduction of Generic Planning Posts 

As part of the yearly service improvements Planning Officers’ contracts and job specifications 

have been reviewed, clarifying the grading system with academic requirements and updating 

job specifications to reflect the increasing demands of the role of local authority planning 

officer. The new ‘generic’ contracts reflect the increasing need for flexibility; transferrable 

skills; sharing expertise; and movement of practitioners between DP & MP and DM to 

address the changing needs of the Service. Proposals are being developed to put in place a 

sustainable staffing resource going forward in relation to the Development Management 

function going forward. 

 

Part 7:  Planning Committee Information 
 

Committee & Site Visits Number per year 

Full council meetings 5 

Planning committees 5 

Area committees  n/a 

Committee site visits 0 

Local Review Body 1 

LRB site visits 0 
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 Performance Marker Measure Policy Background to 
Marker 

Part of PPF report best suited to evidence  this 
marker  

 DRIVING IMPROVED PERFORMANCE    

1 Decision making: authorities 
demonstrating continuous evidence of 
reducing average timescales for all 
development types 

Case numbers have held up and 
income has been maintained, 
however, staff resourcing 
pressures have led to a slippage 
in determination timescales 
during this reporting year. We 
did reduce timescales for legal 
agreements. 

Official Statistics and PPF 
reports 

NHI  
Scottish Government Official Statistics 

2 Project management: offer of processing 
agreements (or other agreed project 
plan) made to prospective applicants in 
advance of all major applications and 
availability publicised on planning 
authority website 

Y 
Engaged in pre-application 
advice for 50% of cases 

Modernising the Planning 
System (Audit Scotland); 

SG website / template 

NHI 
Quality of Service and Engagement;  

3 Early collaboration with applicants and 
consultees on planning applications: 
  - availability and promotion of pre-

application discussions for all 
prospective applications 

  - clear and proportionate requests for 
supporting information 

Y 
See Case Study 1, Mackenzie 
Park 
See Case Study 2, St Kilda 
Accommodation and Energy 
Centre 
See Case Study 3 Emergency 
Services Network. 
 

White Paper; Delivering 
Planning Reform; Planning 

Reform Next Steps 

NHI 
Quality of Service and Engagement 

4 Legal agreements: conclude (or 
reconsider) applications within 6 months 
of ‘resolving to grant

2
 

During 2017-18 there have 
been only 2 legal agreements 
and there has been a reduction 

Official statistics; PPF 
reports; evidence of 

delays to major 

Quality of Service and Engagement 
Governance 

                                                           
2
 This will require production of supporting guidance, following wider stakeholder input 
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 in timescales of 2.5 weeks since 
2016-17 for the major legal 
agreement. 

developments 

5 Enforcement charter updated/re-
published 

Revised in April 2018 Planning Act (s158A) NHI 

 

6 Continuous improvements: 
  - show progress/improvement in 

relation to PPF National Headline 
Indicators 

  - progress ambitious and relevant 
service improvement commitments 
identified through PPF report 

Progress on all commitments 
 

See all Case Studies of this 
report for evidence 

 
See all Case Studies of this 

report for evidence 

Delivering Planning 
Reform; PPF Report 

Culture of Continuous Improvement 
Service Improvement Plan 

 PROMOTING THE PLAN-LED SYSTEM    

7 LDP (or LP) less than 5 years since 
adoption 

5 years and 4 months Planning Act (s16); 
Scottish Planning Policy 

NHI 
Quality of Outcomes 

Quality of service and engagement 

8 Development plan scheme demonstrates 
next LDP: 
 - on course for adoption within 5-year 
cycle 
 - project planned and expected to be 
delivered to planned timescale 

 
N (Notice of Intention to Adopt 

LDP published 02/07/18. 
Adoption imminent 

 
Y (In align with the 2018 DPS) 

Planning Act (s16); 
Scottish Planning Policy 

NHI 
Quality of Outcomes 

Quality of service and engagement 

9 Elected members engaged early (pre-
MIR) in development plan preparation 

Member Workshops held on 29 
September 2015, See Case 
Study 6 Planning Training for 
Elected Members (3 bespoke 
training sessions in June 2017) 

 Quality of Service and Engagement 
Governance 

10 Cross-sector stakeholders, including 
industry, agencies and Scottish 
Government, engaged early (pre-MIR) in 
development plan preparation 

Record of Engagement and Key 
Agency workshop held in 6 
October 2015 pre-MIR. 
SEPA commented on early 

 Quality of Service and Engagement 
Governance 
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engagement easing the process 
on proposal sites at proposed 
Plan stage. 
 
Case study 7 Barra and 
Vatersay Local Energy Plan 
demonstrates how the Planning 
Service is contributing to the 
promotion of the Plan-Led 
system by engaging early pre-
MIR with communities, 
government and industry to 
engage locally on key issues 
such as Energy, sustainable 
transport and climate change  

 

11 Production of regular and proportionate 
policy advice, for example through 
supplementary guidance, on information 
required to support applications  

See Case Study 1 Mackenzie 
Lane. 
Following receipt of 
applications for Conservation 
Grant that were incomplete or 
ineligible, to avoid abortive 
applications, we have made it 
part of the service provision 
that the Conservation Grants 
Case Officer meets the 
prospective applicant on site 
and makes eligibility checks 
prior to the application process. 

 Quality of Service and Engagement 
 

 SIMPLIFYING AND STREAMLINING    

12 Corporate working across services to 
improve outputs and services for 
customer benefit (e.g. protocols; joined-

See Case Study 4 Cross-working 
with Community Planning 
Partnership - Place Standard 

 Quality of Service and Engagement 
Governance 
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up services; single contact; joint pre-
application advice) 

Analysis. 

13 Sharing good practice, skills and 
knowledge between authorities 

Case Study 5 Thatched 
Buildings Café is an innovative 
example of collaboration on 
public engagement and good 
practice which other authorities 
can learn much from. The 
opportunity to meet with 
stakeholders to explore 
sustainable ways to protect 
historic assets, correcting HES 
data entries,, sharing old 
photographs, and folk 
memories and knowledge of 
traditional skills and techniques 
that are at risk of dying out. 
Cross working with HES was 
also valuable to the Service as it 
provided an opportunity to 
share case records and liaise on 
Historic Environment 
designations with HES which 
has contributed to updating the 
LDP baseline and monitoring. 
 
See also page 24 of this report 
on front-loading the LDP 
process as an example of 
innovative, engagement with 
key agencies which led to an 
examination process with fewer 
Schedule 4s. 

Delivering Planning 
Reform; Planning Reform 

Next Steps 

Culture of continuous improvement 
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 DELIVERING DEVELOPMENT    

14 Stalled sites/legacy cases: 
conclusion/withdrawal of planning 
applications more than one-year-old 
 

We worked hard this year to 
ensure against legacy cases. 

Five Legacy cases remain; none 
have been concluded this year. 

 Governance 

15 Developer contributions: clear 
expectations 
 - set out in development plan (and/or 
emerging plan,) and 
 - in pre-application discussions 

Y 
Developer contributions are set 
out in the current LDP (Policy 2 
Assessment of Development, 
page 13). 
 
We have introduced a separate 
policy for Developer 
Contributions, Policy EI 12: 
Developer Contributions set out 
in emerging LDP, see page 50 of 
Proposed Outer Hebrides LDP 
(as Modified). 
 
Planning Obligations set out on 
page 16 of the Outer Hebrides 
Local Development Plan 
Supplementary Guidance for 
Wind Energy Development 
December 2016. (see page 23 
of this report). 

 Quality of service and engagement 

https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/11596/proposed-ohldp-plan-as-modified.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/11596/proposed-ohldp-plan-as-modified.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/3434/sg-wind-energy-dev-2016-reduced-for-web.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/3434/sg-wind-energy-dev-2016-reduced-for-web.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/3434/sg-wind-energy-dev-2016-reduced-for-web.pdf
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/3434/sg-wind-energy-dev-2016-reduced-for-web.pdf
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